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Abstract—Offloading computationally intensive tasks such as
lidar or visual odometry from mobile robots has multiple benefits.
Resource constrained robots can make use of their network
capabilities to reduce the data processing load and be able to
perform a larger number tasks in a more efficient manner.
However, previous works have mostly focused on cloud offloading,
which increases latency and reduces reliability, or high-end edge
devices. Instead, we explore the utilization of FPGAs at the
edge for computational offloading with minimal latency and high
parallelism. We present the potential for modelling feature-based
odometry in VHDL and utilizing FPGA implementations.
Index Terms—Odometry; Autonomous Robots; FPGA; Lidar;
Lidar Odometry; Laser rangefinder; SLAM; Mobile Robots;

I. I NTRODUCTION
The penetration of lidars in the robotic industries has
considerably grown over the last two decades [1]. Efficient
lidar odometry was proposed by Zhang et al. and has been
extensively used in the development of autonomous robots
and vehicles [2]. However, processing lidar data for odometry
and mapping purposes requires on-board computers. A recent
approach is to exploit the robot’s connectivity to offload
computationally intensive tasks to cloud servers. However,
this increases latency and reduces reliability. Therefore, we
study the offloading at the local network level, in order to
tightly control the communication latency and provide a robust
solution. With this approach, a single gateway can perform
odometry calculations for multiple robots in real-time [3].
However, as the number of robots connected to the same
gateway increases, a much more powerful processor is needed,
and the control over the system latency can be partially lost.
We propose the utilization of FPGAs as their parallelism
enables rapid scaling without an impact on performance.
The edge computing paradigm is a distributed network
paradigm that aims at moving computational processing power
and data analytics closer to where the data originates, in
the so-called edge of the network. In a hybrid Edge-Cloud
architecture, part of the data processing is done at the local
network level and only the analysis results are transmitted
to cloud servers. This allows for reduced bandwidth and
increased reliability. In robotics, this paradigm can increase
the capabilities of resource-constrained robots by streaming
sensor data and performing the analysis at edge gateways with
higher parallelist and power efficiency [4].

II. R ELATED W ORK
Offloading computationally intensive sensor data processing
has been extensively studied in mobile robot navigation.
Through the simplification of on-board hardware, significant
saving in energy consumption can be achieved, incrementing
the robot’s battery life [3]. Integrating edge computing with
mobile robot navigation is a relatively recent field and the
related works are few. From a more generic point of view,
Dey et al. studied the potential benefits of offloading computationally intensive tasks within simultaneous localization and
mapping (SLAM) algorithms with edge computing [5]. The
authors concluded that edge computing can bring significant
enhancements to localization and positioning algorithms with
low latency and high reliability services. Most other works
have been focusing on offloading to cloud servers. Nonetheless, network connectivity to cloud servers can be unreliable
and latency uncontrollable in some situations. Therefore, it is
not suitable for time-critical applications such as localization
and movement estimation in autonomous robots.
III. F EATURE - BASED LIDAR ODOMETRY ON FPGA S
Lidar odometry algorithms use the lidar’s data to compute
the motion of a robot between two consecutive sweeps. In
general, lidar odometry algorithms can be divided into three
steps. The first step is to extract features from lidar data, the
features can be the geometric distributions, or some stable
points which can be observed in the two consecutive sweeps.
The next step is to find the feature correspondence through the
position difference between sweeps. The last step is estimating
the lidar movement through the time between two sweeps [2].
FPGA’s have the ability to process lidar data in real time
with a limited resource utilization, and naturally parallelize
the processing of data from multiple lidars [6].
Our goal in this work is to design a pure VHDL implementation. Instead of comparing complete lidar sweeps, as most
recent implementations do, we aim at a implementation that
analyzes lidar data as it is available and compares features in
real-time. With this, we expect to be able to increase odometry
accuracy and the positioning update frequency.
IV. E XPERIMENT AND R ESULTS
In order to test the efficiency and usability of the featurebased odometry algorithm, we have first implemented in
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C++ within the Robot Operating System (ROS). ROS is the
most popular open-source meta-operating system for robots
to support code reuse in the development of robots. We have
utilized the inexpensive RPLidar A1 for our experiment, a
360° two-dimensional lidar with 1° resolution at 10Hz.
A. FPGA Implementation
We have utilized a Zybo Z7-20 board for implementing
our algorithm. This relatively small board is built around the
Z-7010, the smallest chip in the Xilinx Zynq-7000 family.
Even though the board integrates a dual-core ARM Cortex-A9
processor, we only use the FPGA logic in order to provide a
generic design that can be easily ported to other platforms.
Implementing the proposed algorithm using VHDL hardware modelling presents some challenges. On one side, the
need for calculation of trigonometric functions. In order to
solve this, we utilize coordinate rotation digital computer
(CORDIC) algorithms implemented in VHDL. In particular,
we generate sine samples and from those calculate the values
for cosine. On the other side, conversion types and integrating
the CORDIC calculations into a state machine, requiring
complimentary intermediate signals.
B. FPGA Resource Utilization
In order to study the potential of the FPGA-based implementation to be parallelized, we have synthesized an initial
and unoptimized version of the design. The preliminary results show that the main resource utilization occurs with the
IO banks (8.8%), Logic LUTs (9.14%) and DSP modules
(15.45%). Nonetheless, the IO banks can be easily multiplexed, and additional lidars can be connected with a single
input, so they do not represent a significant limitation. Moreover, a single nRF or Wi-Fi receiver can be utilized to receive
information from multiple units. In terms of DSP utilization,
the modules are used in the CORDIC implementations. A
single CORDIC module can be shared among multiple parallel
processes with a relatively simple state machine. Therefore, the
proposed algorithm is not limited by the number of available
DSPs. Similarly, we have estimated that around 90% of the
LUTs can be shared. This is possible because the timing
constraints that the frequency of the lidar scanner impose
are very relaxed compared to the maximum performance that
the VHDL implementation can deliver. Therefore, we expect
that a single FPGA board will be able to run in parallel
over 50 lidar odometry calculations. This can be combined
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with wireless communication solutions that provide enough
available channels, such as Wi-Fi or nRF. In contrast, on an
Intel Atom x5-Z8350 CPU @ 1.44GHz × 4, the proposed
algorithm can be executed approximately 5 to 15 times in
parallel, depending on whether other processes are being run.
V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
We have presented preliminary work on an odometry offloading solution for multi-robot systems. We have designed
and implemented a feature-based lidar odometry algorithm that
is flexible and can accommodate to a variety of indoors or
outdoors environments, and implemented in an FPGA with
pure VHDL modeling. The results presented in this paper show
potential for high parallelism and low-latency odometry.
In future work, we will integrate this solution within a
real team of mobile robots and test their navigability with
minimum hardware on-board and edge offloading.
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